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INVOCATION

May the Light in Me be the light before me
May I learn to see it in all.

May the sound I utter reveal the light in me
May I listen to it while others speak.

May the silence in and around me present itself,
The silence which we break every moment,

May it fill the darkness of noise we do
And convert it into the Light of our background.

Let virtue be the strength of my intelligence,
Let realisation be my attainment,

Let my purpose shape into the purpose of our earth,
Let my plan be an epitome of the Divine Plan.

May we speak the silence without breaking it.
May we live in the awareness of the background.

May we transact light in terms of joy.
May we be worthy to find place in the Eternal Kingdom OM.

Master E.K.

MESSAGE OF THE TEACHER

The Lord is as near as distant. We, as students of Truth,
try to perceive the Lord at some distant and remote hidden
place. We try to comprehend the Lord beyond the cosmic, solar
and planetary manifestations. Such perception creates greater
distances. That which is beyond the cosmic system exists in the
cosmic, solar and planetary systems. In truth the Lord exists in
you as yourself. If you solve this riddle you have solved the riddle
of Magic. When you see the Lord as different from you, as the
Essence of Being, you are only around the Truth but you do not
experience; you can only speak about the Truth but you cannot
speak Truth. Contemplate to dissolve the subtle veil that you
impose upon yourself.

Such is the Aquarian message of Master CVV.
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PRAYER FOR THE YEAR

In HIS name we live
In HIS Temple we live.

In HIM verily we live
Until HE opens HIS eye in us.

In HIS name HE lives
In HIS Temple HE lives.

In HIM verily HE lives
As HE opens HIS eyes in us.

Let us look to HIM
When we look to each other.

Let us find HIM in all that IS.

MESSAGE OF MASTER E.K.

IGNORANT TEACHERS

Pushing to enlighten the ignorants into the Light is an act
of complete ignorance. Trying to show the beauty of the dawn to
the born blind is not common sense. How are you worried if some
remain ignorant? What do you lose if others are like that?

Don t you see the Will of God that prevails all around? The
Lord knows how to retract his beings. He knows how to attract
and retract them. All that happens in Creation is in Divine Order.
Do what you are entrusted to work with; don t comment any fur-
ther.
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MESSAGE OF THE MONTH OF AQUARIUS

The world, when manifest, seems existing, and when unmani-
fest, seems non-existing to the worldly. Whatever is existing, is exist-
ing eternally, whether visible or invisible. That which IS can never be
not, or IS NOT. That which is not, can never be.

This sublime truth can be understood only if you can understand
how you are in sleep, how you awake and what is your state of awak-
ening. If you know this you know the magic, the magic relating to you
and the magic relating to the universe.

This magic is held as a secret in the constellation Magus. It
holds the secret of IS and IS NOT. It gives the clue to the seeming noth-
ingness and the apparent something. That which is visible to the naked
eye, is apparent, it seems real. That which is not visible, seems to be
nothing. Actually nothingness is seeming nothingness. Somethingness
is apparent somethingness .

The magic of this is given in the Veda as the Passage from the
Negative Zero to the Positive Zero . This Passage exits in you from
your eyebrow Centre to Sahasrara as a vertical line. This passage is
represented by the month of Aquarius in the Vedic astrology. In San-
skrit the month of Aquarius is called Mâgha. MAGHA  is the month of
Aquarius. When the moon is in the constellation of Magus, which exists
in Leo, and the sun in the month of Aquarius, this magic happens for
the year on the Full Moon day.

Master CVV, the Aquarian Master, also known as the Avatar of
Synthesis, was born on the Full Moon of Leo, which is the counterpart
of the Full Moon of Aquarius. The science of magic dawned on him due
to his magnetism being receptive of the polar opposite of the univer-
sal magic . If we consider the Aquarius Full Moon, when the sun is in
Aquarius and the moon in Leo, the relating energy can be made to ma-
nifest by Leo Full Moon, where the sun is in Leo and the moon in Aqua-
rius.

cont. p. 8

GÎTÂ-UPANISHAD

- LORD KRISHNA -

THE ADVAITIAN

The aspirant needs to know what is his state of awareness when
he is beyond the triangle of qualities. Arjuna made such an inquiry.
The Lord replayed: The one who transcends the 3 qualities, namely,
Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, (poise, dynamism and inertia) is no more
localized in his awareness and he permeates into all that is surrounding
him. He experiences the unity of Existence; he experiences himself as
THAT  and THAT  as he; he further experiences that only THAT ex-

ists. That is called Brahman in the Vedas. Brahman means: that which
permeates by self-utterance .

To such a one there is no other. He does not feel anything dif-
ferent from him. He has no second thing. The one who experiences this
is beyond illusion; he suffers no death even when the world is dis-
solved. This is the ultimate state, which presides over all states. It
cannot be defined. In that, all forms merge; into that, all principles
merge. The previous experience of illusion disappears at once, just like
all that one experiences in the dream disappears at once when he
awakes. This is the awakening, O Arjuna, I transmit to you .

_________

cont. p. 7:
It is like linking the North Pole of a magnet to the South Pole of the
Universal Magnet and linking the South Pole of the magnet to the North
Pole of the Universal Magnet. The Plan for the New Age was thus con-
ceived and transmitted. The Plan of the Aquarian Age is to transcend
death and experience immortality. The related secret is in Aquarius.
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LORD MAITREYA

ADVICE TO DISCIPLES

The Master values internal and external purity
The Master values if you can express profound Truth in sim-

plest words.
The Master rejoices if you do not cause illusion through

your speeches.
The Master further rejoices if your teaching is practicable.
If you and your teaching do not distance away from Truth,

the Master co-operates.
Teaching essentially requires repetition. This is inevitable.

If you carry patience to teach repeatedly the same, in different
ways, the Master smiles at you with greater joy.

Look at the gardener who nurtures the earth through fre-
quent redressing so that fresh life is received by the earth and is
transmitted to the sapling. You too need to be a gardener. A true
gardener is the true guardian.

The above are the ways to please the World Teacher

(These are Lord Maitreya s instructions to his disciples)

MASTER MORYA
- MARUVU MAHARSHI -

FIRE - THE HEALER

All changes in the world are the work of fire. Wars are
certain major changes contemplated by the fire. Humanity did
not grow into that synthesis where the grand work of fire is com-
prehended when a bomb is exploded. If you are a true student of
Agni you see the higher plan in such fire manifestations. People
who are afraid of changes cannot be students of Agni. When sud-
den changes happen in the life of an individual or society or in
Nature, it is nothing but the work of fire.

Normally fire works in a hidden manner and its work is
subtle. The latent heat in the earth causes agreeable transfor-
mations to the plant. The latent heat in the body also causes
natural transformation of the body cells. But when needed,
there can be sudden explosions of fire for betterment.

A body full of stomach disorder can be saved through 2 to
3 days of high fever. Fever is not seen as sickness by those who
know the process of healing. A person that goes through fever is
fresh like a flower after the fever and he looks tender.

You do not carry enough comprehension of the healing
done through fire. Appreciation of the work of fire is a way to
experience the hidden dimensions of the Plan.
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MASTER KOOT HOOMI
- DEVAPI MAHARSHI -

THE SQUINT EYE

For the squint-eyed one the vision is not normal. He sees
different, but he does not know that he sees different. Even if he
is told so, he does not agree, he does not believe. All those who
carry only sight, but not vision, are considered the squint-eyed
ones  in our group.

We refer to the squint as lack of vision. When you do not
carry vision you only have viewpoints. The visionaries can see the
centre; they hit the bull s eye, but not around it.

My disciple Akbar the Great knew this. He was therefore a
visionary. He could spot the squint-eyed ones around him. He
never followed their advice. He was believing only in Birbal, the
wise man.

Those who wish to lead should believe only in those who
have no bias and prejudice. Such one would mislead. He should
ensure a wise counsellor around him.

Some people see better with the right eye, some people
see better with the left eye; few people see through the Third
Eye. If you learn to eliminate bias in your thinking, you stand a
better chance to grow proximate to the Third Eye.

A true Teacher tries to correct the squint in you by show-
ing you in your bias your mirror image. Think about it.

THE TEACHINGS OF
MASTER D.K.

LET VISON COME AND INSIGHT

 Detachment should be seen as detachment from duality.
The state of equanimity enables detachment. Detachment does
not mean avoidance. Many try to avoid the world in pursuit of
Truth, but Truth is hidden in the world itself. The world is the
way and the Truth is the background. If you are with the way you
have the magic of illusion, but all that magic is based upon the
Truth.

Those who wish to unveil the veil, should learn to work with
the inner implements in the outer world and not only with the
outer implements. When the inner implements are used, man
gets insight. Insight is called vision. It comes to you only when
you know to use the inner implements along with the outer ones.
The inner implements are called in Sanskrit Antahkaranas. When
you regularly use Antahkaranas, you experience the vision and
the insight. When you have gained such insight, the outer cleav-
ages are gone. When outer cleavages give way to the inner
Truth, the beauty of the work of light and sound is rejoiced. This
is what we crave for our students to gain.
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VIDURA WISDOM TEACHINGS

There is no fall for the aspirant
that bathes daily, prays punctually,

studies Scriptures regularly,
eats not unholy food, speaks truth,

and serves goodwill.

 SHIRDI SAI SAYINGS

THE TRIANGLE

Simplicity

Truth .

Normality Naturality

The Teacher is for the weak and the meek, for they need
him as support mechanism.

The Teacher has never been understood by the intellects,
for the latter know not the simplicity of life, which is the abode
of Truth. Truth is simple and expresses in simplicity.

The Teacher is ever simple, normal and natural and his
life supports others to grow proximate to the Truth - via normal-
ity and naturality.
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CHILDREN S SECTION

THE DOCRINE OF ETHICS

Approach not relatives
in adversities.

Yield not personal secrets
for value.

Appoint not the timid
as the army general.

Cultivate not marshy land.

Trikon san  1

Trikon san  2

CHILDREN S SECTION

YOGA ÂSANAS

Trikon san *

Procedure:

1. Stand erect with your feet apart.
2. Raise your arms on either side horizontally.
3. Bend the body forward by 90° and look forward.
4. Slowly raise your right hand and touch the right toe with

the left hand, also turn your head along the right side to
look at the right arm fingertips.

5. Get back to the bent posture (3) and this time slowly lift up
the left hand, catch the left foot toe with the right hand,
moving the head along with the left hand to look at the fin-
gertips.

6. Do this 10 times.
7. Inhale while raising Your arms horizontally and exhale while

You bend and while you move the hands to catch the toe.
8. Do the movement slowly and gently.

Effect:
- Massages the nervous system of the spine.
- Good for persons with nervous depression.
- Helps removing constipation. It also massages the abdomen.

* An Âsana from the book Mithila  of Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar for physical and
psychological relaxation.
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BOOK REVIEW

MYSTIC MANTRAMS AND MASTER C.V.V.

Ekkirala Krishnamacharya: Mystic Mantrams and Master C.V.V.
Copies: The World Teacher Trust Europe: wtt-europe@wtt-europe.ch

THE AQUARIAN CROSS

K. Parvathi Kumar: The Aquarian Cross.
Copies: The World Teacher Trust Europe: wtt-europe@wtt-europe.ch
Booklist: http://www.good-will.ch/pdf/wtt_publications.pdf

NEWS - REVIEW

TOURS OF THE TEACHER

4th 25th February 2003
2nd Caribbean Tour to Miami (Florida)  Santo Domingo (Rep.
Dominicana)  La Habana (Cuba)  Pozo De Rosas (Venezuela)

Miami (Florida)
Different meetings with the core group of the WTT Miami took place in the
various houses of the members to grow more in consciousness and co-ordinate
the activities more effectively.

7th 9th February 2003: Santo Domingo (Dominican Republic)
Our Sisters Margarita and Mariem received the Master upon arrival at the air-
port. A group of more than 200 persons was waiting for the Master in Santo
Domingo. The group has been founded by Sister Elisabeth some years ago to
honour the work of the Masters. It is the first visit of the Master to the Do-
minican Republic.

Subject: The Work in the Temple .
Every morning and every evening during two days the Master spoke on how to
work in the Temple. The group s name is known as Templo de Servidores de
Cristo  (Temple of Christ s Servers). They dedicate their work to the Hierar-
chy of the Masters in general and in particular to Christ, to Master Morya and
to Master Racokzi, the Master of the seventh ray. They regularly meet 3 times
a week in the centre, attached to which they run a bookstore. They would
very much like to have all the books of Master E.K. and Master K.P.K. to be
distributed in Santo Domingo.
A group of 50 people visited El Cerro Santo along with the Master. El Cerro
Santo is located in the middle of the island and is a historic place that was
visited by Christophorus Colombus in his first voyage to La Hispaniola.
The Master was also taken to the historic centre of Santo Domingo where he
could see the first university in America, the first money printing house in
America, the first cathedral in America and the palace of Diego Colón.

Master CVV is known for his Mystic Mantrams,
meditations and teachings. Through such man-
trams (= composition of sounds), he stimulates
the inquisitive faculty of the seeker of truth and
recruits him into the inner side of things.
Dr. Ekkirala Krishnamacharya (Master E.K.) is an
excellent exponent of the teachings of Master
CVV and renders a lucid commentary on the
mantrams which throws significant light for
proper understanding and application of the
process of enlightenment.

The Aquarian Cross is one of the cosmic sym-
bols. The cosmic mind is represented by a four-
fold cross. It speaks of the fourfold existence at
all planes. Each time we look at it we must get
the recollection of our own fourfold existence.
Then the purpose is well served. The symbolism
of the cross and the astrological significance of
the Aquarian Cross are well explained with
deeper symbolism coupled with ancient wisdom.
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GREAT INVOCATION

If you wish to realise OM in you
Suspend at once

Wasteful critical speeches.
Be not judgmental.

Let not conflict be given birth.
Let the speech be limited,

Pleasant and positive
Let it carry the healing touch.

An acid but truthful tongue
And a sweet but untruthful tongue

Is unfit to utter OM.

K. Parvathi Kumar

Let us form the Circle of Good Will.
OMNIA  VINCIT  AMOS

From the South through Love
which is pure.

From the West through Wisdom
which is true.

From the East through Will
which is noble.

From the North through Silence
which is golden.

May the Light make beautiful
our lives.

O Hierophant of our Rite
Let his love shine.

OMNIA  VINCIT  AMOS
Let us form the Circle of the World Servers.

We bow down in homage
and adoration

To the Glorious and Mighty Hierarchy,
The Inner Government of The World,

and to its Exquisite Jewel,
The Star of the Sea -
The World Mother.

From the point of Light
within the Mind of God
let Light stream forth

into the minds of men.
Let light descend on Earth.

From the point of Love
within the Heart of God

let love stream forth
into the hearts of men.

May Christ return to Earth.

From the centre where the
Will of God is known

let purpose guide the little wills of men,
the purpose, which the Masters

know and serve.

From the centre which we call
The race of men

Let the Plan of Love and Light
work out

And may it seal the door
where evil dwells.

From the Avatar of Synthesis
Who is to come

let His energy pour down
in all kingdoms.

May He lift up the Earth to the
Kings of Beauty.

Let Light and Love and Power restore
the Plan on Earth.

The Sons of Men are one
and I am one with them.
I seek to love, not hate.

I seek to serve and not exact
due service.

I seek to heal, not hurt.

Let pain bring due reward
of light and love.

Let the soul control the outer form
and life and all events,

and bring to light the love
which underlies the happenings

of the time.

Let vision come and insight.
Let the future stand revealed.
Let inner union demonstrate

and outer cleavages be gone.

Let love prevail.
Let all men love.

Master D.K.
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